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Psalm 16                      “The Making of a Church”                            R. P.C. 
John 20:19-31                                                                                  April 27, 2014 
                                          Daniel D. Robinson, Pastor 
 
    As is easy to observe, churches  come in all forms, shapes and sizes. Church 
“happens” in a college chapel, when on a good day about 100 students gather 
together, book-bags over their shoulders, ready to return to the classroom or 
library after a few minutes of spiritual reflection and fellowship. Church 
“happens” in those great and glorious downtown cathedrals, where 2,000 or 
more can gather on a Sunday morning amid the ornate splendor of tapestries, silk 
paraments, and gold candlesticks on marble altars. Church “happens” on a 
Sunday evening where 20 folks gather for a once-a-month service led by a 
traveling preacher in a 100 year old church building in rural Georgia amid the 
swaying pines. 
    Despite the differences, there are elements that are common to make these 
churches appear alike: The clergy tend to act like clergy the world over – you can 
probably pick us out of a crowd. Most churches have covered-dish suppers or 
similar meals to inspire fellowship. Churches meet for some form of worship in 
which prayers are offered, scriptures read, songs sung and sermons are 
propounded. 
    But frankly, for all that they have in common, churches are all quite unique in 
terms of size, shape and content. They each gather amid vastly different settings 
and circumstances. There is little common in terms of architecture. They worship 
with a variety of different styles, music and orders of worship. 
    Some churches offer almost every amenity for the worship of their members: A 
huge choir, closed-circuit TV for over-flow crowds; ornate, plush décor, stained 
glass windows with millions of pieces of imported glass depicting Biblical scenes. 
Some have a pipe organ that spans the entire length of the chancel; hand-carved 
furniture; stone and shell baptismal fonts. There are tall spires on the exterior, 
reaching up toward the heavens. 
    Others display only a simple wooden cross behind a plain wooden table. They 
have a handful of second-hand, dog-eared hymnals, a hand-me-down, out-of-
tune piano, donated from a member’s home. Instead of air conditioning, paper 
fans are provided, donated from the local funeral home for those hot summer 
mornings, or humid evenings; old, scratched and marred wooden pews provide 
seating, without the comfort of cushions. 
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    Robert Schuller, once pastor at the glorious Crystal Cathedral, said the most 
important need for a successful church is a large, easily accessible parking lot. 
Surveys indicate that visitors with children are looking for a clean, safe nursery, 
which is located near the worship center. A second feature we are told is to have 
clean restrooms if you want to impress visitors and have them return. 
    Granted, all of these features are nice, but it causes me to wonder what we 
actually need to have a church. In fact, as I’ve shared with a few of you in other 
settings, I have this re-occurring thought (or is it fear) from time to time…. What if 
Jesus came strolling in through our doors while we were in the middle of a service 
of worship here at Riverside? What if he stayed for a while, taking it all in, and got 
up to leave? And what if on the way out he said, “Nope… this is not at all what I 
had in mind…..” 
    Today’s gospel passage from the John presents us a picture of a church that had 
no pipe organ – not even a used hand-me-down piano. There was no sanctuary or 
chapel mentioned. There was no mention of carved furniture or silk paraments. 
The parking lot was not paved, the choir was not beautifully robed. Can you 
believe it … there wasn’t even a preacher! 
    In fact, what is described is a picture of the church which some would consider 
to be at its worse – that first little contingent of people ever to gather and 
potentially be identified as a “church.” It is the disciples of Jesus gathered in an 
upper room after the resurrection. But just look at how they were described…. 
    For long, painstaking chapters in John’s gospel, Jesus has been preparing his 
disciples for his departure. He has gone over and over his commandments to love 
one another, to be bold, to trust in him, to ready themselves to follow him at any 
cost. But “hello!” – weren’t they paying attention? Just look at them now, 
cowering like frightened sheep behind closed and bolted doors, as if a wolf was 
lurking just on the other side. 
    They were supposed to be the ones walking confidently out into the world. 
They were supposed to show evidence of being filled with courage because of the 
empty tomb. They were supposed to be announcing the great and glorious Good 
News of Easter and the triumph of God. But just look at them all “hunkered 
down” – cowering in timidity and fear. They were hoping nobody in town will 
discover them while they are in hiding.  So here we have the church at its worst: 
“scarred, disheartened, defensive.” 
    When we get the picture of this first “church” in our minds, it makes us wonder 
as to what kind of advertising this group might put on the marquis, or in the 
newspaper religious section, or on its website:  “The friendly church to which all 
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are welcome?” Hardly! The doors have been bolted shut – not exactly a sign of 
welcome and hospitality.  “The church with a warm heart and a bold mission!” 
Ha! This is the church of the sweaty palms, the nervous glances and the shaky 
knees. Should we even call this gathering of frightened disciples a church? The 
only thing that might identify them as such is that at least they have the minimal 
requirement: “wherever two or three are gathered in Jesus’ name.” 
    Yet, not only is there no sanctuary, no pulpit, no choir, no praise band, no video 
screen, no hymnals, and no “easy access” parking lot – there is no preacher to 
expound the gospel. More significantly, they have no mission statement, no vision 
statement, no master plan for building, no youth programs, no Sunday School, no 
fellowship hour, no offering – why they do not even have a denominational 
identity, so surely they don’t even have tax exempt status. 
    When surveys are sent out to the laity of denominations, asking what folks seek 
most in a church, the first response is usually, “friendliness” - a sense of feeling 
welcomed. That comment is usually followed by some desires for programs for 
children and youth; good, inspiring music; and then finally preaching. But funny, 
no one on those surveys ever mentions, we want “locked and bolted doors, and 
members who are timid and fearful.” 
    So here, as described by John we have a church in minimal form, which has 
nothing going for it … absolutely nothing – except for…. Except that when they 
gathered, the Risen Christ pushed right through those locked doors, and stood 
among them! Maybe that is to be the essence of every church: Even the one in 
Houston with a dozen-lane bowling alley and indoor swimming pool; the ones 
with closed-circuit TV for over-flow crowds; or the ones with tall steeples reaching 
to the sky; or the ones with renowned, adorable preachers who can deliver 
sermons without using a manuscript or notes. 
    If left up to our own devices and desires, we too can miss the essence of what 
makes up a church. We too can be confused about what gives us our unique 
purpose and identity as a gathered people; we too can be bold in our plans and 
programs and structures, but timid in the presence of the Risen Christ, who calls 
us to proclaim his Good News. That can happen in any church! 
    Sometimes though, the presence is felt, and the call of the Risen Christ is heard 
in spite of us…. While it is not always apparent, most weeks the worship services 
are very carefully planned here. The hymns, while not always popular, are 
carefully chosen so as to support the scripture lessons and the sermon. Often the 
anthems and the praise songs, are selected to support the theological theme.  I 
am one of those pastors who like to have the service well-planned so there will be 
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no surprises – surprises make me even more nervous than I already am. Yet, on 
the other hand, all that planning and selecting could be interpreted as another 
form of those disciples locking the doors – of maintaining control – of keeping 
everything tied down and predictable. 
    Then sometimes, by the grace of the Living God, the Holy Spirit slips right past 
those closed doors of control – and REAL worship happens: like those times when 
a hymn or praise song really speaks to or enhances the sermon or the texts. It’s in 
those serendipitous, providential moments that I realize that worship is not of our 
creation, but is a gift – a gift of the Spirit of God. In those moments we should be 
“removing our shoes” in awe and wonder, because in spite of ourselves, we have 
become the church! 
    So what makes for a successful church? Do you think that there might be some 
churches, which to the outside observer appear to be successful but are really 
not? Could there be some churches that look successful with their financial 
prosperity, reflected in well-maintained, attractive buildings, numerous programs 
and activities, a large professional staff? At the heart of such churches could there 
still be a coldness – an absence? Could it be that as they crank along with ceramic 
classes, and yoga classes, and trips to Disney for the youth - that in the midst of all 
the activity, God is relegated to the back burner, or forgotten? Could it be that 
churches can become successful as community centers, but have lost their 
identity and purpose as the people of God? 
    Well, if we want to see a church with all such pretenses stripped away – If we 
want to see a church with all of the sacred trappings peeled away – then look 
again at this 20th chapter of John; look at this pitiful group of fewer than a dozen 
hanging on to one another, cowering in fear. Without the presence – the 
presence of the Risen Christ – the presence who makes our human gathering the 
church, this is who we are too – just timid, fear-filled souls. 
    Yet the good news is that it was to this FIRST “church” that the resurrected and 
living Christ came. Into this confused, frightened void there was suddenly a 
“presence” and a voice saying, “Peace be with you!”  “Peace be with you,” he says 
again; and then he shows him his pierced hands and side. “Peace be with you,” he 
says for the third time, in case we missed the point. Then he tells his disciples he 
is sending them out into the world. He breathes on them, giving them the Holy 
Spirit – his Spirit; he bestows upon them his continued presence so that they may 
be involved in his continued ministry into all the world. 
    You see, if we put these gifts all together, they make for a church. To the church 
that had nothing, he provided everything necessary: Spirit, Mission, Ministry. 
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Thus, we are the church not because of our buildings, or the music, or the 
preaching, or the various activities or programs. We are the church, because to us 
– even to us – he has come to provide his presence and his call for Spirit, Mission 
and Ministry. He commissions us to go and share all those gifts with the whole 
world – all in his name – and that’s what makes us the church! 
    In preparation for the 50th anniversary of their church, a group of Christians 
were reminiscing about the history of their congregation, noting its ups and 
downs, high points and valleys. One person remarked, “When you think about all 
this church has been through – all the struggles and troubles we have had – I 
realize the fact that we are still here as a church, is a testimony to the power of 
God.” “If God hadn’t wanted us to be here, we surely would have never made it.” 
 “But here we are celebrating 50 years!” Another person in the group agreed 
saying, “You know… we may be the only evidence in this community that God 
raised Jesus from the dead on Easter!” 
    Such remarks could likely be said about most congregations. The existence of 
Riverside, as well as most every other congregation, makes us, and every 
gathering of Christians a visible embodiment of the power of God.  What makes a 
church a church is not simply all our earnest efforts, our shaky faith, our 
sometimes feeble attempts at love and justice. What makes the church the 
church is the presence of the Risen Christ!  Church is always a gift – a visitation – 
an intrusion of the Living Christ standing among us. 
   Easter declares this to us: To all of today’s churches, struggling with our 
attempts at being faithful: Christ still comes to us! Christ continues to breathe his 
Spirit upon us and bless us. He continues to call us and use us as his Easter 
people. He comes even through our doors locked by doubt and fear to stand 
among us. He shares his presence and says: “Peace… peace … peace be unto 
you!” “For you … and you …. And you … You are all my church! 
                              Amen. 
 
  
 
 
 


